SERIOUS POLL

"DREAM MAN"

In today's issue, the Tech announces a companion to its 'Dream Girl' survey of last month. This poll should be regarded as a serious attempt to bring together political and social facts, for that is the main purpose behind both polls, and not as an attempt at flippant sensationalism. It is our hope that this inevitably outstanding humorous element to such a poll, the main body of the poll and its results, is and should be viewed in that light.

RACKETEERING

Can be ended?

It is almost amusing to read in the news reports from New York that another Tammany official has been swept away. Mayor Dewey charged him with aiding and abetting criminal elements. There is a grim humor in the way a Tammany Assistant District Attorney resigned because of a speech by Dewey. And a Tammany County Clerk resigned as a result of a speech by Dewey. It seems to me that he was ready to make formal charges. Their reasons for resigning may be summed up in the statement of County Clerk Marceli nelli's successor, also a Tammany man: "After reading Mayor Dewey's letter to the Governor, I believe that the only thing left for Mr. Marceli to do was to resign." Mayor Dewey has that kind of indomitable spirit which would not permit him to make statements such as these: he made concerning the former County Clerk without first checking them out to prove them. The conclusion becomes inescapable, then, that Dewey was right in his pre-election charges that crime and racketeering could not exist without the direct and indirect aid of public officials.

But this condition is not limited to New York. Other cities are no different, except that New York has its Dewey who showed up the connection, who showed us how racketeers work, how they gain control of legitimate organizations, such as trade associations and unions, and use them for their own purposes, how their friends permeate those governmental institutions which should be most active in opposing them. But what is now so visible in New York is present in a more subtle form in other cities. It is up to us to do it.

With Other Editors

War Is Beautiful

"We arrived upon them unobserved and immediately dropped our load of explosives. I remember that one group of homesteaders gave me the impression of a rising wave as the bombs fell in their midst. It was exceptionally good fun and they were easy to fool as we were not too high up. They offered a perfect target." This statement, despite its remarkable similarity, is not that of a war correspondent, but the words of a man who has witnessed the most devastating of all human-made disasters. The weapons that were supposed to be used against the enemy have now become the tools of destruction. It is the art of destruction that has been perfected, not the art of defense.

Dinner

Cocktail hour starts at 6:15. Formal dinner at 7:15. Menu will consist of a la carte selection.
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Fun at the movies such as No Draft Ventilation's "War Is Beautiful" can be expected at the Tech's annual Dramashop show this evening. A "variety of people in costume, except during College vacation."

"War Is Beautiful" is a film about the bombing of Pearl Harbor, which was "swell and had a tragic but favorable criticism of the Duce. People of artistic temper are naturally inclined to view their personal experiences in terms of this world's art." The film was produced by Italian Youth with the help of Mario Bava, the director, and Antonio W'alebrook, who is one of the stars. It is a story of a budding rose as the bombs fell in their midst.
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Serena and the General Motors Corporation have invited the Young Men's Christian Association to come to an annual meeting in Detroit and to see the new building. The Young Men's Christian Association is a national organization for boys and young men. It is the largest organization of its kind in the world, with more than 50,000 members in 2,500 clubs.

Monday night's meeting is scheduled for 7:30 P.M. The main speakers will be Dr. Willard W. Kellogg, president of the association; Dr. C. J. E. Linder, professor of economics at the University of Michigan; and Dr. W. E. L. Jones, lecturer at the University of Michigan. The program will include a discussion of the General Motors Corporation, its organization, and its work. There will be a question-and-answer period after the speeches.
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